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Leaving the monster behind, Zhang Haofei took a step back, gasping 
for breath. His belly was bleeding like a gulp, and the special energy of 
the white scales was activated again. The belly quickly stopped the 
bleeding, and the wound that was caught was accelerating to heal. 

The white scales on the neck of this monster peeled off, entered the 
palm of his right hand, and combined with the original two scales. 

Like Gu Manyao, he also obtained a third scale. 

Wang Xuan threw the monster to the ground to his death, and 
obtained the fifth white scales. These five scales formed a white flower 
in his palm. 

In his senses, the flower in the palm of his hand looked delicate and 
small, with five petals, lifelike, and the energy surged out from the 
center of the flower, nourishing the limbs and bones, and the whole 
body seemed indescribably comfortable. Look around, the ground 
There were seven corpses of monsters lying all over the place. 

He killed three monsters. Gu Manyao and Zhang Haofei each killed 
two monsters. Of the eight monsters that came out, they killed seven. 
The last monster got into the car and fought with Zhao Lei and Zhang 
Qianwen in the car. Together, I heard roars and screams from the car 
before, but now the car is quiet, I don't know what the situation is. 

Looking at the corpses all over the ground, the three of them all looked 
pale, their foreheads were covered in cold sweat, and they all had a 
feeling of being after a catastrophe, turning around and coming back 
from the gate of hell. 



Wang Xuanchao looked inside the car, but saw that the monster that 
got into the car before suddenly slipped out of the back seat. 

Wang Xuan and Gu Manyao were startled, and they were about to 
shoot at the monster, but they found that the monster that had slipped 
out had a **** steel rod inserted in its open mouth, and a steel pipe 
was inserted into one of its right eyes, and it slipped to the ground. On 
the ground, motionless, dead. 

The car door on the other side of the back row opened, and Zhang 
Qianwen crawled out covered in blood with a look of lingering fears on 
her face. After crawling out, her legs became weak and she could 
barely stand. 

Wang Xuan looked into the car, only to see Zhao Lei lying on the back 
seat, with a big hole in his stomach, even his intestines came out, and 
there were sharp claws all over his shoulders, neck and chest. The 
wound was terrifying, the whole body was stained red with blood, the 
injury was extremely serious, the mouth was panting, the breath was 
short, and it seemed that he might lose his breath at any time. 

Seeing Zhao Lei's appearance, Wang Xuan was shocked. 

I just saw that there are steel rods and steel pipes on the monster's 
corpse. The steel rod is Zhao Lei's weapon, and the steel pipe belongs 
to Zhang Qianwen. I just don't know who the white scales belong to 
after the monster's death. 

If the white scales belonged to Zhao Lei, there might be a chance. If 
Zhang Qianwen gave the monster a fatal blow to get the scales, Zhao 
Lei would surely die if he was injured so badly. 



Wang Xuan shoved the intestines that flowed out of Zhao Lei's belly 
into it before he could think about it. 

Looking at Zhao Lei, who was short of breath and blurred in his eyes, 
he called out a few times, hoping for a miracle to happen. 

On the other side, Zhang Qianwen got out of the car, his hands and 
feet were weak, as if he was drunk, he staggered around the car and 
walked towards Gu Manyao. 

Gu Manyao looked at her, saw that she was safe, let out a sigh of relief, 
and showed a smile. 

Although there was a lot of blood splattered on her face, when she 
laughed, there was a different kind of surprise. 

Zhang Haofei couldn't help but take a few glances. 

"Qianwen, it's okay, we killed all the monsters." 

Seeing Zhang Qianwen still looking panicked, Gu Manyao smiled and 
comforted her, and greeted her. 

Seeing Gu Manyao's smiling face, Zhang Qianwen felt a little at ease, 
and was busy running towards her. 

At this moment, a black shadow fell from a beam above, and a huge 
paw stretched out and slapped on top of Zhang Qianwen's head. 

With a "porch", Zhang Qianwen's face suddenly stiffened, his eye 
sockets split open, two eyeballs spurted out with bloodshot, his face 



twisted down like a piece of crumpled paper, half a second later, it was 
like being hit by a hammer The watermelon burst. 

The incident happened suddenly, and Zhang Qianwen didn't even 
have time to let out a scream. Gu Manyao's original smile froze on her 
face, and it turned into shock in an instant. 

Wang Xuan, who was watching Zhao Lei's situation in the car, 
suddenly bristled all over his body, and the five white scales in his 
right hand changed unusually. He seemed to sense some kind of crisis, 
so he immediately raised his head and looked out of the car. 

A huge black shadow landed behind Zhang Qianwen, her body without 
her head swayed, and she fell in the direction of Gu Manyao ahead. 

"Qianwen—" Gu Manyao finally reacted and let out a hiss. Almost in 
an instant, the huge black shadow hit Zhang Qianwen's headless 
corpse, and together with her corpse, it hit Gu Manyao. 

Gu Manyao screamed, the steel bar in her hand flew out, blood 
spurted from her mouth, her body flew upside down, and slammed 
into the roof of a car behind. 

"Crack!" repeated crisp sounds, the four-sided window glass of the car 
shattered and exploded, and the roof collapsed into a large human-
shaped pit. 

Gu Manyao felt the world swirling, her throat was filled with the 
stench of blood, her eyes turned black, and the moment she was hit, it 
felt like she was hit by a wild bull running at high speed. 

Even if she has three white scales, she can't bear the terrifying impact 
force. 



Zhang Haofei roared furiously, his eyes widened, and he rushed up, 
trying to stop the huge black shadow from continuing to attack Gu 
Manyao. 

Wang Xuan's reaction was faster than Zhang Haofei's, he went around 
the car, picked up the rebar that Gu Manyao flew out of his hand, and 
stabbed towards the huge black shadow. 

He had already seen clearly that this huge shadow was also a monster 
covered with black scales, but it was not exactly the same as all the 
monsters they had encountered before. 

Its body is much stronger than those monsters. Although it is covered 
with black scales, it can be seen that under the scales, it is covered with 
strong muscles. The most prominent place is the middle of its neck. 
There are two White scales. 

Whether it is speed or strength, it is far stronger than the monsters 
Wang Xuan and the others encountered before. If those are just 
ordinary monsters, then it is the elite among these monsters. 

Just as Zhang Haofei pounced, the elite monster threw his fist and 
came to him. 

Zhang Haofei was terrified. With the power of this monster, his head 
was about to explode like Zhang Qianwen when he was hit by this 
punch. 

Barely crossed his arms to protect his head and face, the fist hit his 
crossed arms, the three white scales in his right hand activated, and 
the energy was billowing. Stay, fall back. 



Wang Xuan rushed up from the other side, seized the opportunity, and 
stabbed the sharpened end of the steel bar. 

At his current speed, ordinary monsters are not as fast as him, but this 
monster is not slower than him. With his claws stretched out, he grabs 
the steel bar that has been stabbed, and pulls hard, trying to pull him 
over, his other claw is raised, Shoot it overhead. 

Chapter end 

 


